TerraTechnica. The largest and one of the most unique jukebox museums in the world.
Chvalovice-Hatě - The largest in the world. This attribute makes TerraTechnica museum in Excalibur
City, located in Hate by Znojmo, rather proud. Along Austrian border, the collector Ronald Seunig and
his business partner Günter Freinberger built together a world-class exhibition. The museum has
more than 700 jukeboxes, 250 pinball machines, hundreds of video games and other curiosities –
altogether more than 2,000 showpieces, on an area of 8,500 square meters.
TerraTechnica Museum presents everything from the Golden Age when stars such as Stan
Laurel, Oliver Hardy and Marilyn Monroe shone on the silver screen. Here, you may also admire
unique cars such as Ford, Cadillac or the original Batmobil that are part of our exposition.
What makes the museum unique is the world's largest collection of jukeboxes and pinball
machines. Ronnie Seunig displays in one place models that show the entire history of these
machines.
"The remarkable journey begins around 1880 and ends in the present. Here you will find out
everything about the famous names of companies such as Rock Ola, Seeburg, Ami or Wurlitzer,"
Ronnie Seunig revealed.
His most popular models are Wurlitzer 1015. "No other jukebox has ever been so exciting,"
the collector said. There were more than sixty five thousand Wurlitzer 1015 machines sold and it is
one of the best selling jukeboxes of the history. However, this is not the only exceptional device in
TerraTechnica exhibition. Such a selection of exhibits deserves admiration. Every technical enthusiast
will get their money worth here.
The museum is divided into six thematic sectors. The journey begins at the end of the 19th
century where the visitor finds a model of the first jukebox ever from 1890. Only few steps further
there begin the 30s, the Golden Age of jukeboxes and the exhibition continues through the 50s until
1989. All sectors show jukeboxes and playing machines from the given time. Visitors to TerraTechnica
museum can also enjoy thematic bars. A special part of the museum is revealed to our guests after
descending into the underground of which Excalibur City marketing director Blanka ZahradníkováKašparová said: "This exposition is dedicated to superheroes such as Spiderman or Batman. The gem
here is the replica of the 1970s living room."
The thing that is really special is the fact that all showpieces at our museum are fully
functional and people can try them out. They can play their favorite song from a jukebox or try their
luck with our pinball machines.
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